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1  Roadside Assistance/Towing Assistance/Trip Interruption coverage is provided for a period of up to 72 
months from the original in-service date or 100,000 miles on the vehicle’s odometer, whichever comes first.

2  If a mechanical breakdown occurs and alternate transportation is required for a covered part, participating 
retailers are dedicated to providing you a complimentary Service Loan Car whenever your Infiniti is in for 
warranty repair. Subject to dealer availability and eligibility requirements.

Taking ownership of your passion.

                                 You’re not simply following a passion for craftsmanship,  

 genius and inspiration. You’re buying a Certified Pre-owned Infiniti. 

Enjoy the exceptional quality of Infiniti ownership while experiencing enduring 

confidence through the Infiniti Certified Pre-owned (CPO) Program. Start with an oil 

and filter change—the first one’s on us. For your assurance, Roadside Assistance1 

is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It can also provide a tow to the 

nearest Infiniti retailer. When you make an appointment and drop off your Infiniti 

for warranty service, alternate transportation will be provided.2 

Should you be interrupted by failure of a warranted item while you’re 100 

miles or more from home, we’ll reimburse you for food and lodging up to 

$500.1 It’s all part of our philosophy that quality service is an indispensable 

feature of a quality vehicle. We also offer a wide variety of financing and leasing 

options through Infiniti Financial Services. Additionally, an extensive array of 

Infiniti accessories is available and may be installed at the time of purchase.



With a warranty encompassing 1,148 covered parts, you can 

shop for an Infiniti Certified Pre-owned vehicle with as much 

confidence as a new vehicle. It offers basic warranty coverage 

of up to 72 months (from original in-service date) or 100,000 

total-vehicle-miles,1 a $50 deductible, unlimited number of 

claims on covered repairs, genuine Infiniti original equipment 

replacement parts or other Infiniti-approved parts and service 

at authorized Infiniti retailers’ repair facilities.

Elite™ Infiniti Extended Protection Plan Beyond the 

coverage of our Certified Pre-owned  Limited Warranty,2 we 

offer the additional security of the Elite Infiniti Extended Protection Plan. It provides you 

with an additional year of coverage, a $0 deductible, expanded component coverage, 

expanded Roadside Assistance3 and is transferable.

TitleGuard+Plus™ As an added bonus, the TitleGuard+Plus program helps ensure 

that your vehicle has a clean title history. Your Infiniti is guaranteed for its full pre-

owned retail value (up to $50,000) if there is a title defect that reduces the value of 

your certified vehicle, affording you even more peace of mind when purchasing an 

Infiniti Certified Pre-owned vehicle.

1  From original in-service date, whichever comes first. Except for those items listed under 
 “What is not covered” in the Infiniti Certified Pre-owned Limited Warranty booklet.

2  See your Infiniti retailer and read the Elite Infiniti Extended Protection Plan for details, 
including express conditions and exclusions.

 3  Roadside Assistance/Towing Assistance/Trip Interruption coverage is provided for a 
period of up to 72 months from the original in-service date or 100,000 miles on the 
vehicle’s odometer, whichever comes first.

QX56

a warranty transformed

                          With an even more rigorous inspection and higher certification  

                requirements, it’s also confidence-enhanced.



Every Certifi ed Pre-owned vehicle goes through a 145-point inspection that 

scrutinizes major and minor components in the drivetrain, interior, exterior, 

under the hood, and underneath the chassis. Upon successful completion, 

your vehicle receives a Certifi cate of Inspection authenticating its qualifi cation. 

Only then can it be admitted into the Infi niti Certifi ed Pre-owned Program. 

Vehicle Eligibility Only vehicles less than four years old 

with fewer than 60,000 miles which have passed Infi niti’s 

comprehensive 145-point certifi cation inspection, are deemed 

qualifi ed for the Infi niti Certifi ed Pre-owned Program.

the security of a comprehensive inspection

From the vehicle’s history to the vehicle’s present, no detail is overlooked.
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